
The Parent Inventory

Conduct this inventory for the parent who showed up most often in your previous inventory. If both turned 

up an equal amount, do a separate inventory for each parent. Don’t lump them together.

Do you wish you could change your parent? What would you change?

Did this parent treat you in a negative way? If so, how? Write in the space below.

In what ways have you tried to overcompensate with this parent? Do you go out of your way to make 

a situation better but those efforts don’t work?



Did you rebel against this parent? What did you do? What signal were you trying to send? What was 

the response of that parent at your actions?

No relationship is 100% positive or negative. Where can you identify positives in your relationship 

with this parent?

What is/was good in the relationship? What seems to click between the two of you?



How does this parent interact with others? Was the treatment they got from this parent the same or 

different from what you received?

Did you ever make attempts to change the behavior of this parent like hiding alcohol or drugs or try-

ing to preemptively do things for which you would normally get in trouble? 

Does/did this parent seem have a split personality? Sometimes super nice, other times really angry or 

abusive? Did you have the feeling you never knew what would set him or her off? Did you, yourself, 

split this person into a good and bad version? What were the consequences of doing this?



Are there things you feel you did wrong in interacting with this parent? Keep in mind that you were 

probably a child when much of this occurred and you may not have known better.

Are there things you wish you could say to this parent? Are there things left unsaid? Write down any-

thing you want to say or wish you could have said.

On a separate piece of paper, write a letter to this parent. Be sure, like your letter to your ex, that you 

make statements of forgiveness. Forgiveness is for you, not them. What they did might not be okay 

but you must forgive them in order to change your relationship patterns for the future.


